
This project is FREE, lifelong, and called 'I AM. Powerful. Beautiful. Free. I AM Me.'  

 

INTRO 

The title mimics the concept, being that each image is of a person completely embracing               

themselves and relying on their raw outer image to reflect their inner beauty. I’ve chosen these                

words because being able to take pride in your own assets isn't easy, appearing powerful only                

comes when you own your traits, what is beautiful is taking pride in your unique differences                

rather than covering them;. Finally, feeling free I believe is when you don't care whether or not                 

your image matches another, but appreciating how comfortable you are looking like yourself. 

 

 

 

 

 



RATIONALE 

I want to play on the individuality of different people, by capturing portraits of people with the                 

same raw black and white edits. An image without colour takes any distractions away from               

focusing on or noticing how a person's been edited, as opposed to how striking the features of a                  

person can be without manipulation or applied art of any forms. The lack of colour also                

encourages voyeurs to imagine and appreciate the character of the person more. I want my               

shots to capture the power and strength of their personalities, the beauty in their natural poses                

and the free flow of self expression in faces and style choices. I will be relying heavily on                  

people’s expressions and dynamic angles. 

 

CONCEPT 

True beauty hasn't got anything to do with our outer appearance, but more our characters               

within. I've begun this ongoing project encouraging Self-Love as I've always personally            

struggled with it for as long as many other people have I’m sure. However, I am now I'm starting                   

to see just how commonly shared this problem is within the creative industry, and more               

importantly - children and teenagers looking up to the creative industry and making unrealistic              

comparisons. I used to jokingly say "I stand behind the camera, not in front" whenever someone                

wanted to take my photo, especially a candid lol. As a teen, I didn’t realise I was rarely in a lot of                      

school group pictures, because I was the one who had usually taken them, appreciating the               

moments and characters captured. But it saddens me when I get to work with so many amazing                 

characters now as an adult. I believe we are all naturally stunning in our own unique ways,                 

people who believe their photos taken aren't great because they thought I'd white-wash them a               

little more, hide their freckles, or straighten out a lazy eye or something cannot see past the                 

flaws the creative industry spend crazy amounts of money and time to remove or avoid. It may                 

sound strange, but we all nitpick when it comes to what we believe will make us more                 

aesthetically pleasing. As a photographer I like to remind models (people) that there is no better                



way to look than like yourself, unless you’re genuinely modelling a specific style. I challenge               

those brave enough to come forward and capture themselves in black and white edits, minimal               

make up (unless it is part of your self-expression and not blemish control), no wigs/ weaves                

(unless part of your self-expression and not your insecurities)  

 

INSPIRATION 

Sade and Jayden (ages 7 and 8), Black and White, Portraiture, Expressionism, Self-love,             

Self-confidence, Beauty, Characters 

 

MUA & Hair Styling Credit: 

Hair and Makeup should not be included at all, unless it is genuinely part of the models way of                   

expressing themselves. 

 
MOODBOARD 

 


